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SUMMARY
Background. Vibration Therapy (VT) has been attributed to the reflex activation of
alpha motor neurons resulting in improved neuromuscular performance (NP).
Objective. Changes in muscular performance after VT was evaluated based on MVC
grip strength, grip endurance time at 50% MVC and EMG activities of forearm
muscles, viz., flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS); flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU); extensor
carpi radialis brevis (ECRB); and extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU) in supine posture.
Methods. Eight VT protocols (based on the different combinations of vibration
frequency (35 and 45 Hz), amplitude (3 g ± 0.5 g and 9 g ± 0.5 g) and exposure duration (30 and 60 seconds)) were given to the participants for 4 days. Participants were
from two groups (56/group): persons with a sedentary lifestyle (SL) and a group of
construction workers (CW).
Results. VT protocols had a significant effect on MVC grip strength (p < 0.001), grip
endurance time (p < 0.05), % normalized EMG rms (p < 0.05) and neuromuscular
efficiency (NME) (p < 0.001) in all muscles for both groups. VT protocol E (45 Hz, 3
± 0.5 g, 30 s) had more positive effects on MVC grip strength for CW and less positive
for SL. However, VT protocol B (35 Hz, 3 ± 0.5 g, 60 s) had more positive effects on
CW grip endurance time. In addition, the highest increase in NME was found in FDS
muscle for VT protocol H (45 Hz, 9 ± 0.5 g, 60 s) (212.8%) in CW and 78.55% in SL.
Conclusions. VT protocols B, E, and H may be applied to workers involved in the
construction industry. These interventions may improve NME, MVC grip strength,
and grip endurance time. Findings may be used to form a clinical VT protocol for
patients with weak muscle performances.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent research suggests that mechanical vibrations of low
amplitudes and frequencies provide a safe and effective way
to improve the neuromuscular system (1) and cause neuromuscular adaptations over a short time period without
much effort (2). In the literature, vibrational intervention is
also called biomechanical stimulation, biomechanical oscillation, vibration training, whole-body vibration, vibration
therapy and focal vibration therapy (2-8). Initially, during
a vibration intervention, a vibration device (actuator) was
placed directly on the body part. Later, an oscillating platform was created so that the whole body could be stimu-

lated by sinusoidal vibration. In addition, dynamic and/or
static interventions are often performed on a vibrating platform or using other vibrating devices (vibrating dumbbells,
vibrating massagers, spring loaded vibrating plate) (1, 3, 4).
A relatively new method of neuromuscular overload, vibration therapy (VT), has slowly emerged and gained popularity in the health sector.
The effect of VT has been attributed to the reflex activation of alpha motor neurons by stimulating muscle spindles causing muscle contraction called as tonic vibration
reflex (TVR) (9). The subsequent increase in alpha motor
neuron activity results in the high degree of muscle activa161
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tion, which is a sign of the improve NP (1, 3). Evidences
for these neuromuscular adaptations has been established
in several studies demonstrating an increase in electromyographic (EMG) activity after VT (3, 4, 10, 11).
There are studies, which reported the significant effects
of short-term VT training on muscle strength using different VT frequencies: 25 Hz (12, 13); 26 Hz (2, 14); 30 Hz
(15, 16); 35 Hz (17, 18); 40 Hz (10, 12, 13); and 45 Hz (12,
13). However, no agreement was found on determining
the optimal frequency in the recent publications (17, 19).
The variability of the protocols showed the inconsistency
in the published results of the studies (20). It is therefore
important to do research, focusing on finding the optimal
combination of these variables to achieve improved muscle
performance.
Some studies measured amplitude (g) by attaching an
accelerometer to vibrating plates (3, 21), or on the body
part exposed to vibration (22). Torvinen et al. (23) reported an improvement in the muscle strength after a single
4-minute bout of VT (f = 15-30 Hz, A = 3.5-14 g). Delecluse et al. (3), reported an increase in the EMG rms for
the gastrocnemius and rectus femoris muscles after giving
VT (f = 35-40 Hz, A = 2.28-5.09 g). Tankisheva et al.
(24) showed the increase in EMG activity in leg and hip
muscles after VT (f = 30-50 Hz, A = 0.33-7.98 g). However, Luo et al. (25), concluded that there was no optimal
range of training, which may be recommended.
The duration of exposure is also another important factor
for VT affecting the muscle response. Increased muscle
fatigue was reported with increased duration of exposure (2, 26). However, the increased muscle fatigue was

reported when exposure was prolonged over time, with a
decrease in the EMG activity (27). Bazett-Jones et al. (28)
recommended that a short duration of exposure may elicit
increased potentiation of neurons (post-activation potentiation (PAP)) and prolonged stimulus, which would lead
to fatigue in muscles. Correspondingly, if the stimulus is
not sufficient to produce a PAP, neuromuscular activation
will not occur significantly (25, 29). Therefore, the studies that showed the positive effects of a short duration
of exposure did not exceed 10 minutes of total exposure,
divided in increments of 30 to 90 seconds (10, 20, 28).
However, no research has examined the effect of the
combination of the frequency, amplitude, duration of
exposure, and the days of training on the NP using the
vibration plate to deliver VT. Therefore, the present
study was designed to identify the effects of the various
VT protocols on the MVC grip strength, grip endurance
time and the performance of forearm muscles (in terms of
EMG activities).

METHODS
Design of Experiment
The different combinations of the frequency level of vibration (35 and 45 Hz) (12, 13, 17, 18), amplitude (3 ± 0.5 g
and 9 ± 0.5 g) (23, 24), and exposure duration (30 and 60
seconds) (10, 20, 28) were classified into the different VT
protocols (table I). There were eight different VT protocols, which were given to the participants for 4 days. The
training days (4 days) were chosen on the basis of the pilot

Exposure
Duration (sec)

Amplitude (g)

VT
Frequency (Hz)

VT protocol

Table I. Characteristics of VT parameters and the anthropometric measurements of the participants.
SL Group (Mean ± SD)

Age (years)

Weight (kg)

Height (cm)

CW Group (Mean ± SD)

Age (years)

Weight (kg)

Height (cm)

A

35

3 ± 0.5 g

30

25.6 ± 5.7

64.4 ± 15.5

175.4 ± 5.4

29.6 ± 11.9

61.9 ± 7.9

164.3 ± 4.7

B

35

3 ± 0.5 g

60

26.7 ± 6.4

69.7 ± 15.7

169.1 ± 4.9

39.7 ± 14.1

55.3 ± 4.8

160.1 ± 3.7

C

35

9 ± 0.5 g

30

30.6 ± 1.9

73.1 ± 4.4

171.8 ± 4.3

31.4 ± 10.3

57.3 ± 3.1

161.1 ± 4.4

D

35

9 ± 0.5 g

60

27.4 ± 7.5

71.6 ± 18.6

174.4 ± 5.1

28.6 ± 7.1

56.6 ± 8.1

162.6 ± 4.8

E

45

3 ± 0.5 g

30

28.6 ± 2.9

71.7 ± 3.6

172.1 ± 5.1

21.9 ± 3.8

64.6 ± 1.7

169.6 ± 7.7

F

45

3 ± 0.5 g

60

34.6 ± 3.7

69.8 ± 5.1

172.6 ± 6.8

23.4 ± 2.2

56.7± 5.4

160.9 ± 6.2

G

45

9 ± 0.5 g

30

24.1 ± 3.9

64.3 ± 10.9

167.3 ± 5.3

24.3 ± 6.2

56.7 ± 4.1

162.2 ± 2.5

H

45

9 ± 0.5 g

60

30.8 ± 4.8

75.1 ± 5.1

177.9 ± 1.7

30.1 ± 5.3

73.3 ± 7.8

163.4 ± 2.6

In each VT protocol, 7 persons were recruited for the muscle training program.

162
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run, which showed that most of the improvements were
observed on day 4 of the VT. The changes due to the intervention of VT were evaluated by measuring the MVC grip
strength, the grip endurance time at 50% MVC (before and
after VT interventions) and the EMG activities of forearm
muscles, viz., flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS); flexor
carpi ulnaris (FCU); extensor carpi radialis brevis (ECRB);
and extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU) in supine posture.

construction site and were paid in cash. The experimental protocol was explained to each participant prior to the
experiment. All participants gave their written consent and
were allowed to terminate the experiment at any stage. The
protocol of the experiment was approved by the ethics
committee of the Department (ref. no. EC/60/2017). The
basic anthropometric measurements of the participants are
presented in table I.

Participants

Experimental Rig

The participants were chosen from two sources into two
groups of fifty-six persons each: a group of persons having
sedentary lifestyle (SL), and another group of construction
workers (CW). Only those were chosen who did not report
any history of dysfunction of the hand, wrist or forearm,
or any other neuromuscular problem such as musculoskeletal disorders, muscular dystrophy, and spinal muscular
atrophy. The sedentary lifestyle participants (staff/university students) were called from the campus by notices.
The group of construction workers were recruited from a

A spring-loaded vibrating plate was designed to support the
forearm in supine posture (figure 1) for the vibration exposure. The vibrator (model: Max JS113, brand: M/s Manipol
Massager Medicare Products Inc. India) was attached in the
center underneath the vibrating plate consisting of a small
DC motor with an eccentric head. That was encased in a
metal housing and whose frequency was between 15-65Hz.
The eccentric mass of different diameters has also been
designed and made to provide the desired combinations of
frequency and amplitude.

Figure 1. Experimental setup for recording the dependent variables.
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2021;11 (1)
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Figure 2. Forearm placed in supine posture on the spring loaded vibrating plate to deliver VT.

Protocol and procedure for the experiment
To give VT, participants were asked to sit on a height-adjustable chair with the supine forearm posture supported horizontally on the wooden platform with an adjustable wrist
support (figure 1) for MVC recording and on a vibrating
plate during VT (figure 2). The height of the chair was adjusted so that the participant’s right arm was in the coronal plane
with a 0° abduction ensuring an elbow angle of 90°-120°.
The following steps were followed to give VT and for the
measurements:
1. Identifying the muscles for placement of EMG sensors.
2. Attaching the EMG sensors to the selected muscles
and asking the participants to squeeze the grip meter
(twice, with a 2-minute rest period to record the MVC),
in supine posture before vibration exposure (BVE) with
a fixed grip span along with the EMG recordings.
3. After 5 minutes of rest measuring the grip endurance
time at 50% MVC (taking reference as maximum value
of both trials) along with the EMG recordings.
4. The detaching of the EMG sensors and the grip meter.
5. Applying four bouts of VT as per the VT protocols with
a rest of 60 seconds after each bout (see table I).
6. A rest period of 15 minutes.
7. Repeat point No. 2.
8. Repeat point No. 3.
9. The detaching of EMG sensors and the grip meter.
10. Repeat point No. 1 to 9 for 4 days to give same VT
protocol and on 5th day repeat point No. 2 to 4.
164

MVC grip strength and grip endurance
time recording
The participants were asked to squeeze the grip dynamometer to maximum capacity (30, 31) until they feel intolerable discomfort and cannot maintain the effort at the
desired level. The grip Jammer (Model: G100; Make: M/s
Biometrics Ltd. UK) was directly interfaced with 8 channel
participant unit Data LINK (DLK900: No. M11138 200909) using cable H2000 (Make: Biometrics Ltd. UK) and
connected with the laptop through USB1800 connecting
lead. Then the endurance time was recorded at 50% MVC
and simultaneously the EMG signals were obtained using
Data LINK for subsequent analyzes.

Surface EMG recording and analyses
Active differential surface EMG electrodes (SX230, M/s
Biometrics Ltd. UK) with center-to-center distance of 20
mm were used to record the EMG signals at a sampling
frequency of 1024 Hz. The pre-amplified EMG signal was
transferred to the laptop via Data Link via a R7000 cable,
then transferred to the base unit, and then via a connection USB1800 cable (Biometrics Ltd. UK) (32). The reference electrode was attached to the wrist of the non-dominant hand. The electrodes were placed on flexor carpi
ulnaris (FCU), flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS), extensor carpi radialis brevis (ECRB), and extensor carpi ulnaris
(ECU) muscles of the right forearm (33, 34). These muscles
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2021;11 (1)
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were selected based on functional importance in gripping was calculated according to the integration of EMG signal
(34). Prior to placement of the electrodes, the skin and elec- over endurance time. In addition, the modified formula for
trodes were cleaned with a cotton swab soaked in alcohol evaluating the NP in terms of the % increase in NME was
(35). The EMG data was recorded and analyzed in line with introduced as below:
the previous in-house study (32). Further, EMG-rms values
Fafter × Timeafter Fbefore × Timebefore
were then normalized (nRMS) and presented as a percent−
age of maximum voluntary exertion (MVE) using maximum
IEMGafter
IEMGbefore
=
×100
% increase ηNME
dynamic normalization (36).
F
× Time
before

before

IEMGbefore

Recording of vibration levels
To measure the vibration level, a tri-axial accelerometer
(model: SEN041F, manufacturer: piezo-electronic PCB, New
York, USA) was mounted in the center of the vibrating plate
(figure 1). The vibration levels (g) were acquired via a data
acquisition card (National Instrument, DAQ Card-9234),
interfaced with a laptop using a LabVIEW12.0 code developed to acquire, record, and analyze the vibration signal.

Where: ηNME- neuromuscular efficiency, Fafter- maximum
force at 50% MVC after day 4 of exposure, Fbefore- maximum
force at 50% MVC after day 1 of exposure Timeafter- endurance time after day 4 of exposure, Timebefore- endurance time
after day 1 of exposure, IEMGafter- IEMG value of EMG
signal after day 4 of exposure, IEMGbefore- IEMG value of
EMG signal after day 1 of exposure.

Feature extraction

RESULTS

The EMG features listed in table II were used to evaluate NP using EMG signals as were used earlier (37). A
LABVIEW 12.0 vi was coded to extract the EMG features.

MANOVA were performed using IBM SPSS version 20.0
(table III) on the data to see the effects of VT protocols
and days of exposure on MVC grip strength, grip endurance
time, neuromuscular efficiency, and EMG features considering as dependent variables.

Formula for Neuromuscular efficiency (ηNME)

Neuromuscular efficiency (ηNME) propose-d by MilnerBrown et al. (38) was modified and a new approach was
introduced in an in-house study (39) in which ‘endurance
time’ was taken into account: as a ratio {(force * endurance
time)/IEMG}. The effort was calculated according to the
force exerted over the endurance time and effort of muscle

MVC grip strength and grip endurance time
The days of exposure and VT protocols had a significant
effect on the MVC grip strength and grip endurance time (p
< 0.001) in both groups (table III). In the post-MANOVA
tests, the most of the improvements were observed on days

Table II. Representation of EMG features.
S. No

EMG Features

Formula
N

1.

Integrated EMG (IEMG).

∑x
i =1

2.

Root mean square (RMS).

3.

Total Power (TP).

i

1 N 2
∑ xi
N i =1

Explanation
Used as identifying index in EMG non-pattern
recognition.
Most common feature used during analysis of the
EMG signal.

M

∑P

Also called as zero spectral moment (SM0) and energy.

Y = mx + c
m is the slope of the line.

Used as an index to measure fatigue in muscles fibers.

j =1

4.

Slope based on regression line of
median frequency (SMDF).

j

xi denotes the surface EMG signal in a segment i and N represents length of the sEMG signal, fj is frequency of the spectrum at frequency bin j, Pj is the
EMG power spectrum at frequency bin j, and M is length of the frequency bin.
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2021;11 (1)
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4 and 5 using Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) test in both
groups. In addition, SNK tests showed that VT protocol C
in SL and VT protocol E in CW were highly significant for
grip strength and VT protocol B in SL and VT protocol D
in CW were significantly different for endurance.
Figures 3 and 4 showed that there was an increase in MVC
grip strength and the grip endurance time for both groups
on day 4 after VT and on day 5 BVE compared to BVE on
day 1. In addition, the maximum increase in the MVC grip
strength was found for VT protocol C (79.757 kgf) in SL
and VT protocol E (81.871 kgf) in CW and the maximum
increase in grip endurance time was found for VT protocol H (85.916 seconds) in SL and VT protocol B (90.269
seconds) in CW after day 4 of VT.

cols B, E and F for FDS, VT protocols B, D, F and G for
FCU, VT protocols C and D for ECRB and VT protocol D
for ECU were significantly different in SL for NME. Also,
VT protocols G and H for FDS, VT protocol B for FCU
and ECRB and VT protocol G for ECU were significantly
different in CW for NME.
Figures 5 and 6 showed an increase in NME for both
groups on day 4 after VT and on day 5 BVE compared to
day 1 BVE in all muscles. In addition, the highest increase
was found in FDS for VT protocol E (85.77%) in SL
and VT protocol H (212.8%) in CW. Additionally, largest %increase in NME was in ECRB for VT protocol H
(184.19%) in SL and FDS for VT protocol G (195.69%) in
CW compared to fourth day after VT with BVE on day 1.

Neuromuscular Efficiency (NME)

Features of the EMG signals

The days of exposure and VT protocols had a significantly effect on the NME of all muscles (p < 0.001) (table III)
in both groups. In the post-MANOVA tests, the most of
the improvements were observed on days 4 and 5 (SNK) in
both groups. In addition, SNK tests showed that VT proto-

The days of exposure and VT protocols had a significant
effect on the %normalized EMG rms of all muscles (p
< 0.05) (table III) in both groups. In the post-MANOVA tests, the most of the improvements were observed
on day 4 (SNK) in both groups. In addition, SNK tests

Figure 3. The maximal voluntary contraction values for both groups with respect to VT protocols.
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Figure 4. The endurance time values for both groups with respect to VT protocols.

showed that VT protocol F for FDS, VT protocol A for
FCU and VT protocol C for ECRB and ECU in SL; and
VT protocol H for FDS and VT protocol C for FCU,
ECRB and ECU in CW were significantly different for
the %normalized EMG rms. The significant differences
were found in the interaction effect of VT protocols and
days of exposure for %normalized EMG rms in FDS (p =
0.012) and FCU (p = 0.004) in SL and ECRB (p = 0.003)
in CW group.
Figures 7 and 8 showed an increasing pattern in % normalized EMG rms in both groups on day 4 after VT and on
day 5 BVE compared to day 1 BVE in all the muscles. In
addition, the highest increase in % normalized EMG rms
was reported for FDS (40.99%) for VT protocol F and
36.14% for VT protocol H in SL and CW group respectively after day 4 of VT.
The days of exposure had a significant effect on the SMDF
in FCU, ECRB and ECU (p < 0.001) (table III) in CW
group only. In addition, VT protocols had a significant
effect on the SMDF in all muscles (p < 0.05) in both group
(except in FDS for the CW group). The significant differences were found in the interaction effect of VT protocols
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2021;11 (1)

and days of exposure for SMDF in FDS and FCU (p <
0.001) in SL and FCU (p = 0.036) and ECU (p = 0.028) in
CW. Additionally, SNK tests showed that VT protocol D
for FDS and ECU, VT protocol E for FCU and VT protocol H for ECRB in SL, and VT protocol H for FCU, VT
protocol D for ECRB and VT protocol E for ECU in CW
were significantly different for SMDF.
Figures 9 and 10 showed an increase in SMDF pattern
for all VT protocols in most of the muscles after VT on
day 4 compared to day 1 BVE in both groups. In addition, the highest slope was found in ECRB for most of the
VT protocols. Interestingly, there was a decline in SMDF
pattern in most of the muscles after 5 days of exposure in
all VT protocols compared to day 1 BVE in both groups.
In addition, VT protocols had a significant effect on the
integrated EMG (IEMG) activity in all muscles (p < 0.001)
in both groups (except in ECRB for SL) (table III). In addition, VT protocol C for FDS, FCU, and ECU in SL and VT
protocol D for FDS and ECU, VT protocol E for FCU and
VT protocol G for ECRB in CW were significantly different (SNK) for IEMG. Additionally, there was an increasing
pattern in IEMG values in both groups after day 4 of VT
167

Groups

Sedentary lifestyle

Dependent Variables

0.996#

0.15#

< 0.001**
0.679#

0.602#

0.772#

0.196#

TP

0.163#

< 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001**

0.530#

0.631#

0.934#

0.308#

< 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001**

IEMG

0.686#

0.954#

< 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001**

0.895#

0.114#

NME

< 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001**

< 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001**

0.699#

0.167#

SMDF

0.026*

< 0.001**

< 0.001**

0.847#

< 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001**

0.004*

< 0.001**

< 0.001**

< 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001**

% NRMS

ET

MVC

TP

0.290#

0.004*

0.733#

0.725#

0.539#

0.036*

0.917#

0.866#

0.994#

0.624#

0.003*

0.999#
0.169#

0.915#

1.000#

0.129#

0.754

0.915#

0.954#

0.237#

0.028*

0.077#

< 0.001** < 0.001**

0.165#

0.997#

0.253#

0.515#

0.910#

0.982#

0.817#

0.174

0.0917#

1.000#

< 0.001** < 0.001**

0.995#

0.066#

< 0.001** < 0.001**

0.061#

IEMG

< 0.001** < 0.001**

1.000#

0.013*

0.012*

VT protocols and Days of Exposure

< 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001**

0.010*

< 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001** < 0.001**

ECU

NME

SMDF

% NRMS

< 0.001**

FDS

0.006*

FCU

ET

ECRB

< 0.001**

ECU

< 0.001**

FDS

MVC

FCU

Days of Exposure
ECRB

VT Protocols

FCU

Independent Variables

ECRB

** p < 0.001, * p < 0.05, # p > 0.05 (not significant), FDS – flexor digitorum superficialis, FCU – flexor carpi ulnaris, ECRB – extensor carpi radialis brevis, ECU – extensor carpi ulnaris, MVC
– maximal voluntary contraction, ET – endurance time, % NRMS – % normalized root mean square, SMDF – slope based on regression line on MDF, NME – neuromuscular efficiency,
IEMG – integrated EMG, TP – total power.

Construction workers

ECU

168
FDS

Table III. The Summary of the results of Multivariate Analysis of variance on the dependent variables for the both groups.
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Figure 5. The NME values for the SL group in all muscles with respect to VT protocols.

and on day 5 BVE in most of the muscles and VT protocols
compared to day 1 BVE.
The days of exposure and VT protocols had a significant
effect on total power (TP) of all muscles (p < 0.001) (table
III) in both groups. In the post-MANOVA tests, the most
of the improvements were observed on days 4 and 5 (SNK)
for TP. In addition, VT protocol H for FDS and ECU, VT
protocol C for FCU, and VT protocol A for ECRB in SL
and VT protocol E for FDS, VT protocol D for FCU and
ECU and VT protocol F for ECRB in CW were significantly different (SNK) for TP. The significant differences were
found in the interaction effect of VT protocols and days of
exposure for TP in ECRB and ECU (p < 0.001) in SL only.
In addition, FCU exhibited the greatest increase in TP for
VT protocol C in SL and in ECRB in all VT protocols in
CW after day 4 of VT. The TP value also increased in most
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2021;11 (1)

of the muscles and VT protocols on day 5 BVE compared
to day 1 BVE in both groups.

DISCUSSION
MVC grip strength and grip endurance time
In line with present results, several studies have reported
an increase in the grip strength using different frequencies of VT (12, 13, 17, 18, 23). However, Baudry et al.
(40) reported a decrease in the grip strength of older
participants compared to younger participants; the similar trend was also found in the present study. The MVC
grip strength was highest for VT protocol E in CW with
younger age group (21.9 ± 3.8 years). In addition, the
grip endurance of the abdominal and upper body muscles
169
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Figure 6. The NME values for the CW group in all muscles with respect to VT protocols.

improved after VT in sedentary individuals (3, 41) as was
also reported in the present study. However, Samuelson et
al. (42), reported a significant reduction in grip endurance
after VT. In addition, Hunter et al. (43) found higher grip
endurance for older participants than for younger participants. In the present results, it was also found that older
participants (CW group) (39.7 ± 14.1 years) had a longer
endurance (VT protocol B) than the younger age group
(VT protocol E).

Neuromuscular Efficiency
Milner-Brown et al. (38) used the term neuromuscular efficiency (NME) to quantify the changes in NP over time
based on the Force/IEMG ratio at 50% MVC. However,
Milner-Brown et al. (38) showed a decrease in the NME
170

of the flexor muscles (49 ± 15%). In addition, Alam et
al. (39) found more than 50% increase in neuromuscular
performance was after giving VT at 35 Hz. Neuromuscular adaptation following high-frequency, low-amplitude
5-week VT training was investigated and revealed no significant improvement in NME through modulation of muscle
spindle sensitivity (19). In another study (44), significant
improvement in NME was reported; however, they reported no significant difference in maximal strength and EMG
amplitude before and after the intervention (p >0.3). The
NME of the abdominal muscles differed with age, always
higher in the elderly (45). Interestingly, in the present study
also, age had a significant effect on NME. The elders in the
group of construction workers for VT protocol H (212.8%
in FDS) reported higher NME as compared to younger in
the CW for VT protocol E.
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Figure 7. The % normalized EMG rms values for the SL group in all muscles with respect to VT protocols.

It was also estimated that fatigue-related NME reduction
indicated that more MUs were recruited to generate the
same strength as non-fatigued muscle. In addition, changes
in NME with fatigue and time of day are also attributable
to changes in the neural drive (46, 47). Interestingly, in the
present study based on regression line of median frequency
there was more fatigue in extensor muscle (ECRB) for most
VT protocols in both groups. Hagg and Milerad (48) also
reported that ECRB showed higher fatigue response than
FDS and FCU. Therefore, the NME was significantly higher in the flexor muscle (FDS) than in the extensor muscle
(ECRB and ECU) in both groups for all VT protocols. In
contrary, Alam et al. (39) reported an increase in NME in
the performance of ECRB muscle after 35 Hz of VT and
ECU muscle after 23 Hz of VT. There is an evidence that
continuous improvement in the NME is largely responsible
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2021;11 (1)

for the additional strength gain. In the present study, MVC
grip strength and NME were increased for all VT protocols on days 1 to 4 after VT in both groups. Therefore, the
main factor of this improvement was that VT can improve
the evoked motor potentials (49) as well as the EMG signal
(50), signifying the excitability of the motor cortex associated with muscle adaptations (51) and the increased muscle
performance, faster muscle activation and better coordination (52). In a study (53), it was shown that higher VT
frequency and amplitude (f = 50 Hz, A = 2.51 mm, a = 98.55
m/s2) elicits more neuromuscular facilitation than a small
VT frequency and amplitude (f = 30Hz, a = 1.15 mm, A =
20.44 m/s2). Present study also suggested that the combinations of a higher VT frequency (45 Hz), a higher amplitude (9 g ± 0.5 g) and a longer exposure time (60 seconds)
induced greater neuromuscular efficiency.
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Figure 8. The % normalized EMG rms values for the CW group in all muscles with respect to VT protocols.

Muscular performance change based
on individual features
The increase in EMG activity is probably attributed to the
recruitment of fresh motor units, used to compensate the
decline in performance (54). In line with current results,
several studies have reported a significant increase in EMG
activity after VT (10, 12, 55); however, several studies showed
no significant effect (13, 51, 56). Hazell et al. (12) reported significantly different effects of VT at 25 Hz and 30 Hz
and at 40 to 45 Hz on the %normalized EMG activity in the
vastus lateralis muscle. In another study, no significant difference in the %normalized EMG rms value between vibration and rest conditions was reported; however, the duration
of exposure was not acknowledged (57). Present study also
showed, days of exposure and VT protocols had a significant
effect on the % normalized EMG rms of all muscles (p <
0.05) immediately and after post-treatment in both groups.
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Mogk et al. (33) concluded that muscle activation was
primarily dependent on forearm posture, with the strongest activation of the supinated flexor muscles (0.5–6.4%
MVE) and greater extensor muscle activation in pronation
(3.5–8.8% MVE) . In present study, highest %normalized
EMG rms was reported for FDS (40.99% of MVE) after
VT protocol F in SL and 36.14% of MVE for VT protocol H in CW after VT on day 4. On the contrary, Loren et
al. (58) reported that the muscle acivity of the ECRB was
greater than that of ECU in the supine posture and Bano
et al. (59) reported that ECU was the most active muscle
for all supine experimental conditions. Therefore, it may be
suggested that the activation of the flexor muscle was greater than that of the activation of the extensor muscle and
the combination of a higher frequency with a low amplitude
induced a greater activation of muscle EMG activity with a
longer duration of exposure.
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Figure 9. The slope based on linear regression line on median frequency values for the SL group in all muscles with respect to
VT protocols.

The present results showed the significantly increased
IEMG value in most of the muscles after VT interventions
in both groups; these were in line with previous studies (55,
60). In addition, there was significant increase in MVC grip
strength after VT. Therefore, it can be suggested that the
progressive enhancement in EMG activity (IEMG) during
sustained contractions was possibly due to the increased
recruitment of MUs as evident in a study (61).
The results showed an increase in TP profile after VT on
days 1 to 4 in all muscles in both groups. Consistent with
current findings, a significant increase in TP was reported
after VT (51, 62, 63), while some researchers have found
little or no effect of VT on upper body power (56, 64).
However, it has been suggested that a smaller vibration
amplitude is needed to activate and optimize the sensitivity
of the muscle (64). In contrast, present study showed FCU
had greatest increase in TP for VT protocol C in SL with
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2021;11 (1)

low frequency (35 Hz), higher amplitude (9 g ± 0.5 g) and
short exposure duration (30 seconds) after the VT.
In addition, the difference in the results could be attributed to the use of different vibrating devices, frequencies,
duration of exposure, different muscles and difference in
the individual response to vibratory stimuli. In addition,
current results indicate that prolonged exposure in the
same postures during VT protocol may limit muscle relaxation and contribute to fatigue, mainly in the extensor
muscles. In addition, the level of muscular effort depends
on the grip strength of the individual, which may predispose some to an increased risk of injury to the forearm.

CONCLUSIONS
After discussion on the results, the following points may be
concluded:
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Figure 10. The slope based on linear regression line on median frequency values for the CW group in all muscles with respect
to VT protocols.for the CW group in all muscles with respect to VT protocols.

1. Days of exposure and VT protocols had a significant
effect on the MVC grip strength and grip endurance
time in both groups.
2. The % normalized EMG rms value increased in most
of the muscles and flexor muscle activation was greater
than that of extensor muscle activation in both groups.
3. Based on regression line of MDF of EMG signal highest
fatigue was reported in ECRB muscle in both groups.
4. NME and TP increased significantly in all muscles
with respect to days of exposure and VT protocols in
both groups.

A sample guideline for the therapist
The results may be used to prepare guidelines for VT
in rehabilitation, healthcare, sports, medical for therapists (65). As a sample, it can be suggested that if VT was
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administered at low frequency (35 Hz), small amplitude
(3 g ± 0.5 g) and longer exposure duration (4 bouts of
60 seconds) increased grip strength is achieved. At higher VT frequency (45 Hz), low amplitude (3 g ± 0.5 g),
and short exposure time (4 bouts of 30 seconds) increased
endurance time may be obtained. Aditionally, higher VT
frequency (45 Hz), higher amplitude (9 g ± 0.5 g) and
longer exposure time (4 bouts of 60 seconds) induce
greater neuromuscular efficiency.

Limitations and Future Scope
One of the most important limitation of the study may
be sample size. A larger sample size of the participants
in both groups could give a better and stronger support
to the findings of the study. The ‘lasting effects’ of VT on
neuromuscular performance are still questionable. ThereMuscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2021;11 (1)
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fore, future studies with a longer training/observation
days are needed to provide further understanding of the
effects of VT. Further, the reported low level of discomfort
was overlooked, which may have inhibited improvement
in muscle performance. Another important consideration
for future research possibly be to standardize vibration
therapy techniques. Future studies are still recommended
to suggest more precise identification of different forms of
vibration therapies (whole-body and local vibration) for
different population groups.
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